Fiction

**Crunch**
Connor, Leslie 2010
With their parents stranded far from home, the five Marriss kids struggle to keep up with booming business at the family’s bike-repair shop.
*J and YA F Connor*

**The False Prince**
Nielsen, Jennifer 2012
Plucked from an orphanage, Sage is forced into a dangerous plot to impersonate the long-lost prince.
*J and YA F Nielsen*

**The Fog Diver**
Ross, Joel 2015
Mrs. E saved Chess from the deadly Fog when he was a baby. Now it’s his turn to save her.
*YA F Ross*

**Frank Einstein and the Antimatter Motor**
Scieszka, Jon 2014
Kid-genius Frank Einstein is determined to win the Midville Science Prize this year, but his rival will stop at nothing to beat him.
*J F Scieszka and YA Spanish F Scieszka*

**Fuzzy Mud**
Sachars, Louis 2015
When the school bully disappears, Marshall couldn’t be happier—until he realizes where the boy is.
*J F Sachars*

**Hamster Princess: Harriet the Invincible**
Vernon, Ursula 2015
Cursed at birth, Princess Harriet Hamsterbone will fall into a deep sleep at age twelve. Until then, she is invincible and adventure calls.
*J F Vernon*

**Lulu’s Mysterious Mission**
Viorst, Judith 2014
Lulu absolutely must get rid of her terrifying babysitter. Plans A, B, and C don’t work. Maybe Plan D will?
*J F Viorst*

**Masterminds**
Korman, Gordon 2015
Everything is perfect in Eli’s town of Serenity, New Mexico. Or so it seems until he tries to ride his bike beyond the city limits.
*J and YA F Korman*

**A Night Divided**
Nielsen, Jennifer 2015
In a single night, East Berlin is cut off from the West by a wall—and Gerta’s family is torn apart. What will she risk to get across?
*J F Nielsen*

**One Came Home**
Timberlake, Amy 2013
Georgie refuses to believe her sister is dead. She attends the funeral but then sets off to track her sister down.
*J F Timberlake*

**Running out of Time**
Haddix, Margaret Peterson 1995
When diphtheria strikes their frontier village, Jessie’s mother reveals the year is 1996—not 1840—and sends her to get help in the outside world.
*J and YA F Haddix*

**Seven Dead Pirates**
Bailey, Linda 2015
When Lewis and his parents move into Great-Granddad’s old house, he discovers seven pirate ghosts waiting for him. They want his help.
*J F Bailey*

**Stick Dog**
Watson, Tom 2013
Hungry as always, Stick Dog and friends follow their noses to the best hamburgers in town—but the tasty treats won’t be easy to snatch.
*J F Watson*

**Summer of the Gypsy Moths**
Pennypacker, Sara 2012
Stella and Angel despise each other, but when their guardian dies, they have a choice: work together to hide the death, or enter foster care.
*J F Pennypacker*
**Nonfiction**

*Extraordinary People*
Hearst, Michael  J 920 HEA

*An Illustrated Treasury of Scottish Mythical Creatures*
Breslin, Theresa  J 398.2094 BRE

*Lincoln’s Grave Robbers*
Sheinkin, Steve  YA 973.7092 SHE

*Nest, Nook, and Cranny*
Blackaby, Susan  J 577 BLA

*Nocturne: Creatures of the Night*
Scott, Traer  J 591.518 SCO

*Super Shark Encyclopedia and Other Creatures of the Deep*
Harvey, Derek  J 597.3 HAR

*Terrible Typhoid Mary*
Bartoletti, Susan  YA 921 MAL

*When Lunch Fights Back*
Johnson, R.  J and YA F 591.47 JOH

**Fiction**

*Tell Me*
Bauer, Joan  2014

The town motto is “Nothing bad happens here,” but when Anna sees a girl trying to escape from an old van, she’s not sure the slogan is true.

*Ungifted*
Korman, Gordon  2012

Nobody would call Donovan a gifted student—he’s more of a prankster—but a mix-up lands him at the Academy of Scholastic Distinction.

*Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer*
Jones, Kelly  2015

Inherited from Great-Uncle Jim, Sophie’s new chickens are quite unusual. They have superpowers. And somebody is after them.

*The Wolf Wilder*
Rundell, Katherine  2015

In Russia in 1917, Feo helps captive wolves become wild again. When her mother is arrested, Feo and her pack set out to rescue her.

Find more reading suggestions at www.jclsbooktalkblog.org or visit your local branch library.